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Next 

Meeting 
 

Friday 29th Jan 
7.30 – 9.30pm 

@ Findon Library 

 

Ph: 8353 6870 
Or Email: 

phisa@internode.on.net 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Phisa would like to 

acknowledge the 

financial support  

of Cando4kids 

for this newsletter  

Following are the meeting dates for the next 12 months. 

 

Mark them in your diary, come along and share your thoughts 

and concerns or just enjoy a nice friendly cup of coffee. 

 

Parents who are non-committee members are welcome to attend at 

any time, however please call the secretary to confirm the meeting 

date prior to attending as sometimes dates change due to unforeseen 

circumstances. 

 

All meetings are held at the Findon Library just ten minutes 

west of the city, if you would like to host a meeting near you 

please don’t hesitate to contact us and we’ll arrange it with 

you. 

 

 

Findon Library 

Enter from Winall St just off Grange Rd 

7.30 – 9.30 sharp 

Ph: 8353 6870 

 

 

Friday 29th Jan 2010 

Friday 30th April 2010 

Friday 23rd July 2010 
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Presidents Report 2009 by Naomi Higgs 

 
As PHISA president my role involves advocating 
from the perspective of all parents, and not just 
from my own perspective and is certainly never 
about my own personal story. 
However, tonight I want you to indulge me for just 
a minute because I want to use part of our story as 
a lead in to highlighting some serious issues we 
currently face in this state and beyond. 
My own son lost his hearing to meningitis at the 
end of October in 1994. We were referred to Dr 
John Rice (at the end of November) as the ENT 
and also head of the SA Paediatric Cochlear 
Implant Program. You may not be aware that 
meningitis often causes changes in the cochlea 
which means that getting an implant in as soon as 
possible is imperative. We visited Dr Rice early in 
December to see whether or not our son would be a 
candidate. There were tests that needed doing and 
so appointments were crammed in prior to 
Christmas. His surgery date was to be in late 
January 1995. 
Dr Rice had already planned a vacation interstate 
over the Christmas period. However he said many 
times that he felt as if he was rushing us but that 
there was a medical reason for doing that. He was 
most concerned that he would be interstate for a 
period of time before our son’s surgery. He handed 
me a business card with his mobile number written 
on the back and said to me “As parents of this 
child, any question that you have, needs an answer. 
It doesn’t matter if it is a silly question or not, it 
needs an answer. If you have any questions over 
the time that I am away, please call me on this 
number so that I can answer those questions for 
you.” Needless to say we were quite stunned that a 
medical professional would give us his mobile 
number and invite us to call him whilst he was on 
his Christmas holiday!! But it didn’t end there! 
As I said Dr Rice felt that he was rushing us, even 
though it was very necessary. Perhaps the words I 
remember most some 14 plus years later were in 
relation to if we felt rushed and needed to take time 
out to catch our breath. It went like this “I feel as 
though I am rushing you. If at any time in the 
process you feel this is going too fast, or you need 

to catch your breath, you say stop and we will stop. 
At any time, right up until we wheel him into the 
operating theatre, if you say stop, we wheel him 
back out again.” 
Can you imagine just how empowering that was? 
Here was a professional giving us the power to 
change this process at any time if we felt we 
needed to. Here was a professional that treated us 
as an equal in the partnership, who valued our input 
and who recognised that as this child’s parents we 
were the drivers in this process. His role was to 
furnish us with the expertise of his knowledge, but 
ultimately we as the parents had to be the one to 
make the decisions relating to our son’s care. 
After the recent newborn hearing screening 
conference in Adelaide, ANZPOD was formed.  
ANZPOD stands for Australia, New Zealand 
Parents of the Deaf, and is a loose collaboration of 
parent groups across Australia and New Zealand, 
of which PHISA is a member. This group worked 
together to produce a document on the standards 
we would like to see as part of a national screening 
program. One of the major tenets of this document 
was that parents MUST be equal partners with 
professionals on this journey. It is parents who live 
with the child with a hearing loss, their family, 
their extended family – they are best placed to 
make the decision that will suit the needs of the 
child and the family. Parents need to be provided 
with unbiased information from professionals and 
then EMPOWERED to make their own decisions 
about their child’s program of intervention.  
In fact at the conference, one of the main speakers 
made reference to the notion of “gate keepers of 
information”. Far too many professionals 
unilaterally decided that they should be gate 
keepers of information and that they should only 
tell parents what they think they ought to know. 
Professionals have no business being gate-keepers 
of information in this way. In reality, professionals 
come and go and it is the parents that will be the 
lifelong support system for this child, they are the 
ones that stay the distance, so they are the ones to 
be empowered with all the information in order to 
make decisions that best meet the needs of that 
child. 
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Professionals equally have no business making 
unsolicited statements like “if it was my child, this 
is what I would do”, it is not their child and they 
have no business telling parents what to do – their 
role is to provide information and let the parents 
decide what they will do for THEIR child. 
Equally if professionals are to be the source of 
information for parents, it is incumbent on them to 
stay up to date with current research literature. 
Both within South Australia and beyond far too 
many professionals are telling parents of children 
with unilateral hearing losses that there is nothing 
to worry about their child will develop normal 
speech and language and that the parents don’t 
need to do anything. A simple google search of 
“unilateral hearing loss outcomes” will find a raft 
of research publications that show an alarming 
picture of the implications of unilateral hearing loss 
where the “it will be ok, you don’t need to do 
anything” model is applied. A visit to the 
Australian Hearing website will provide parents 
and professionals with information based on the 
most recent research findings about unilateral 
hearing loss, and how it should be managed, yet we 
still have other professionals telling parents 
information that is just wrong! 
The previously referred to ANZPOD standards 
document also includes standards around the 
professional qualifications of the personnel 
providing intervention programs (both early 
intervention and audiology). Programs that are 
providing these services will need to demonstrate 
that their personnel have the necessary 
qualifications, training and experience to provide 
intervention to that child. Similarly these programs 
will need to demonstrate how their personnel are 
maintaining and improving their knowledge, 
staying up to date with current research and 
technology. 
As a parent organisation PHISA seeks to represent 
parents at a systemic level in working towards 
standards that ensure the provision of appropriately 
trained personnel, that parents are being given all 
the information and then allowed to make their 
own choices and that parent feedback on their 

actual experiences forms an integral part of the 
monitoring of these processes by the providers. 
However that is not going to be something that 
happens overnight, so PHISA believes we need to 
educate and empower parents so that they are 
confident to go out there and ask questions! The 
reality is when the diagnosis of your child’s 
hearing impairment lands in your lap, for the vast 
majority of parents, you have never been exposed 
to deafness and what it means. In a nutshell you 
don’t know what you don’t know. However if you 
are confident in yourself as the person that is 
making the decisions for your child, you will be 
more comfortable asking questions of 
professionals. To that end PHISA is looking at 
increasing information to parents via our 
newsletters of the most up to date and recent 
protocols being followed nationally and 
internationally across a broad range of areas  of 
hearing loss. Depending on parent response we are 
also considering advocacy seminars for parents to 
help improve their confidence in their own decision 
making abilities, and in their abilities to ask 
professionals the tricky questions to make sure they 
have all the information they need to make 
decisions for THEIR child. 
I would also like to thank the members of the 
committee for the time and energy again this year. 
As you know PHISA is a voluntary organisation 
and all the committee members all have paid work 
commitments in addition to working on your 
behalf. We always welcome new committee 
members, so if you think you might be interested 
please speak to one of us. 
The services we have today we owe to the efforts 
of those parents that walked before us, that were 
instrumental in making changes so that we have the 
current range of services. What legacy are the 
parents of today leaving for the parents of 
tomorrow? 
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YouTube introduces automatic captions for deaf 

viewers 

YouTube's parent company Google has announced on its blog that automatic captions are 

to begin to roll out across the site.  

The machine-generated captions will initially be generated in English. At first they will only be found 

on 13 channels.  

These include National Geographic, Columbia, as well as most Google and YouTube channels.  

The software engineer behind the technology, Ken Harrenstien, is deaf.  

Currently YouTube offers a manual captioning service but video makers tend not to use it.  

"The majority of user-generated video content online is still inaccessible to people like me," Mr 

Harrenstien wrote in the Google blog.  

His solution combines automatic speech recognition with the current caption system.  

The translation is not always perfect (in a demonstration the phrase "sim card" becomes "salmon" in 

text), but Mr Harrenstien says that the technology "will continue to improve with time".  

Alternatively users can upload a transcript of their video and auto-timing algorithms will match the 

text to the words as they are spoken.  

Vint Cerf, vice president at Google, is widely recognised as a founding father of the internet. He is 

also hard of hearing and has worn a hearing aid since the age of 13.  

 

"One of the big challenges of the video medium is whether it can be made accessible to everyone," 

he told news agency AFP.  

Earlier in the week YouTube announced the launch of YouTube Direct, a feed of uploaded amateur 

videos of newsworthy events such as protests and extreme weather conditions.  

It is aimed at the media industry, and editors who subscribe will be able to request the phone 

numbers of contributors. So far it has been trialled by a select group of radio stations, newspapers 

and websites in the US.  

 
 
 

Welcome to AWARe – The Australian Web Access Review 

Have you ever wanted to have your say about the accessibility of websites? 

The AWARe project is designed to make it easy for the online community to review the access 
of prominent websites, and discuss the issues with each other. 

Open for review: 
November 2009  

Parliament of Australia - Live Broadcasting  

Government 2.0 Taskforce 

National Library - Newspapers 

Prime Minister's Media Gallery 

Social Inclusion 
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http://www.yourlocalcinema.com.au/session-times/sa/17-event-cinemas-marion#upcomingmovies 

Event Cinemas, Marion Megaplex 

Level 3, 297 Diagonal Rd Oaklands SA 5046  Ph/TTY: 08 8377 8588  

Thursday 21 January The Lovely Bones OC  

Thursday 28 January It's Complicated OC 

Thursday 4 February Invictus OC 

Thursday 11 February Law Abiding Citizen OC 
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Membership  
Renewal 

Now made easier for you ☺ 
 
 

Pay direct credit into Phisa’s Account 
 
Bank: BankSA  
BSB:  105-142 
Acct Number:  532099840  
Acct Name: Parents of Hearing Impaired S A. 
  
There are two ways to credit the account.There are two ways to credit the account.There are two ways to credit the account.There are two ways to credit the account.    

  
You can transfer your $20 membership renewal into the above account 
using your own Bank's internet banking facility.   
Please include the BSB, Acct Number and Acct Name as above.   
A name will appear in a 'Payer" box which you can edit/change to your 
membership name (eg Joe Blogs).  
 
 
  
Alternatively, you can deposit your $20 membership renewal into the 
above account by visiting any branch of BankSA  
Please make sure you email us when and where you paid your 
membership as we will not be able to tell who paid their membership into 
our account. 

  
 

    
 
 
 

1 
2 
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There are two categories of membership: 

� Full member: A parent/guardian of a child who is deaf or hearing impaired 
� Assoc. member: A Deaf/Hearing Impaired person, school/organisation, health/educational 

professional, or someone concerned about  
hearing impairment in general. 

 
Membership details 

Are you a new member? .......................................................................� Yes � No 
Are you renewing your membership?...................................................� Yes � No 
Are you updating your membership record? ........................................� Yes � No 
 
Please briefly describe a little about yourself and why you want to join PHISA 

� I am a parent of one or more child/ren who is Deaf/Hearing Impaired. 
� I am a Deaf/Hearing Impaired person. 
� I have an interest in the Deaf/Hearing Impaired community. 
� School/Organisation (please name _______________________________________ ). 
� I am a health/educational professional (please specify ________________________ ). 
� Other (please describe _________________________________________________ ). 
 
Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ________________________________________________________________ 

Name of child♥:____________________________________ D.O.B.♥:_______________ 

Type of hearing loss♥:______________________________________________________   

Communication method♥:___________________________________________________   

School or Centre your HI child attends♥: _______________________________________ 
Phone (voice): ______________________   (TTY):______________________________ 
Mobile: ___________________________  Fax:______________________________ 
Email*: _________________________________________________________________ 
* To save time, funds and paper, we prefer to send newsletter by email, so email addresses would be 

much appreciated. 
♥ If applicable. 
 
12 month membership fee...........................................................................................$20.00  
I would like to make an additional donation of ..........................................$ ____________ 
 
Enclosed cheque/money order for .............................................................$ ____________ 
(Cheque payable to PHISA) 
 
Forward to: PHISA 

P.O. Box 143 
Henley Beach SA 5022 

 
 
Signed: __________________________________________  Date:_______________ 


